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DeSoto sometimes De Soto was an American automobile marque that was manufactured and
marketed by the DeSoto division of Chrysler from to the model year. More than two million
passenger cars and trucks bore the DeSoto brand in North American markets during its
existence. Introduced for the model year, DeSoto served as a lower-priced version of Chrysler
products, with Dodge and Plymouth also added to the lower end of Chrysler family in The
marque was named after the Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto , who led the first European
expedition deep into the territory of the modern-day United States Florida, Georgia and Alabama
and was the first documented European to have crossed the Mississippi River. The DeSoto logo
featured a stylized image of the explorer. In a total of 81, single-model DeSotos were produced,
a first-year record in the U. Initially, the two-make strategy was relatively successful, with
DeSoto priced below Dodge models. Despite the economic times, DeSoto sales were relatively
healthy, equaling Dodge at around 25, units in In , Chrysler reversed the market positions of the
two marques in hopes of boosting Dodge sales. The DeSoto received Chrysler's streamlined
Airflow bodies, but on a shorter wheelbase; the design proved unpopular with consumers.
Unlike Chrysler, which still had more traditional models on which to fall back, DeSoto was
hobbled by the Airflow design until its Airstream arrived. Aside from its Airflow models,
DeSoto's model is probably its second-most memorable model from its early years, when the
cars were fitted with powered pop-up headlights , a first for a North American mass-production
vehicle. The Cord introduced dashboard hand-cranked hidden headlamps in the model year.
After wartime restrictions on automotive production were ended, DeSoto returned to civilian car
production when it reissued its models as models, but without the hidden-headlight feature, and
with fender contours extending into the doors, like other Chrysler products of the immediate
postwar period. Until , DeSoto used the Deluxe and Custom model designations. In , DeSoto
added the Firedome with its cid Hemi engine. However, in , DeSoto dropped the Deluxe and
Custom names and designated its six-cylinder cars the Powermaster and its V8 car remained
the Firedome. The DeSoto Adventurer , introduced for as a high-performance hard-top coupe
similar to Chrysler's , became a full-range model in That year, for the first and only time in the
marque's history, it served as pace car at the Indianapolis The had a well-integrated design,
with two variations: the smaller Firesweep body placed on the concurrent Dodge inch
wheelbase chassis with Dodge front fenders and the Firedome and Fireflite and its halo model
Adventurer sub-series , based on the larger inch wheelbase chassis shared with Chrysler. As
was conventional in the era, subsequent years within the typical three-year model block were
distinguished by trim, bumper and other low-cost modifications, typically by adding bulk to
bumpers and grilles, taillight changes, color choices, instrumentation and interior design
changes and often additional external trim. Also, Ford Motor Company had introduced new
mid-price competitors for the model year with the Edsel brand. By the time the DeSoto was
introduced in the fall of , rumors were widespread that Chrysler was moving toward terminating
the brand, fueled by a reduction in model offerings for the model year. The introduction of the
lower-priced Newport to the upscale Chrysler brand no doubt hastened the decision to end
production of the DeSoto, which was very similar in size, styling, price and standard features.
For , DeSoto lost its series designations entirely, in a move reminiscent of Packard's final
lineup. And, as with the final Packards, the final DeSoto was of questionable design merit. Again
based on the shorter Chrysler Windsor wheelbase, the DeSoto featured a two-tiered grille each
tier with a different texture and revised taillights. Only a two-door hardtop and a four-door
hardtop were offered. The cars were trimmed similarly to the Fireflite. The final decision to
discontinue DeSoto was announced on November 18, , just 47 days after the models were
introduced. At the time, Chrysler warehouses contained several million dollars in DeSoto parts,
so the company ramped up production in order to use up the stock. The last DeSoto rolled off
the line on November Chrysler and Plymouth dealers, which had been forced to take
possession of DeSotos under the terms of their franchise agreements, received no
compensation from Chrysler for their unsold DeSotos at the time of the formal announcement.
Making matters worse, Chrysler continued to ship the cars through December, many of which
were sold at a loss by dealers eager to be rid of them. After the parts stock was exhausted, a
few outstanding customer orders were filled with Chrysler Windsors. Despite being a
successful mid-priced line for Chrysler motors for most of its life, DeSoto's failure was
attributable to a combination of corporate mistakes and external factors beyond Chrysler's
control. The Chrysler marque under post-war pressures from consumers in the market was
essentially moved by customers' changing market tastes from a luxury automaker to a
mid-priced brand when Chrysler itself launched the separate Imperial brand in for the model
year. The mid-priced market segment was already filled with brands made by rivals Ford and
General Motors , plus Chrysler's own Newport model. Most DeSoto models were merged into
the new Chrysler Newport in The recession seriously affected demand for mid-priced

automobile makes. DeSoto sales were particularly affected, and sales failed to recover in and
With falling sales, the and models were very similar to the concurrent Chryslers. Moreover,
rumors that DeSoto would soon be discontinued did not help sales. Chrysler's dealer network
also had an effect on the termination of the DeSoto brand. However, as Chrysler attempted to
spin Plymouth off into standalone dealerships, existing dealers typically chose to become
higher-volume Plymouth dealerships rather than taking on the slower-selling DeSoto brand,
leaving the marque with a weakened dealer network and fewer outlets selling its cars. DeSoto's
failure to adjust to changing market trends, evidenced by its lack of a new compact car model in
as GM, Ford and DeSoto's siblings Dodge and Plymouth had done, also hastened its demise.
Chrysler's brand management during the s pitted each of its five marques Plymouth, Dodge,
DeSoto, Chrysler and Imperial against one another, causing the greatest damage to DeSoto.
Rather than managing the market relationship to specific price points for particular consumers,
as General Motors had done successfully, Chrysler allowed its divisions to develop products
targeting markets covered by their own sister divisions. Dodge was most successful when it
introduced the lower-priced Dodge Dart in While sales of the Dart increased in , they did so at
the expense of Plymouth. Traditionally one of the three lower-priced brands, Plymouth fell out
of third place, only to regain it twice and before its own demise in Dodge moved upmarket with
the Custom Royal in the mids, which cut into and eroded DeSoto's traditional market segment.
The introduction of the DeSoto Firesweep, a model that used the Dodge engine, chassis, front
fenders and hood, pushed DeSoto into direct competition with the Custom Royal. The
Firesweep sold well, but at the expense of the higher-priced Firedome and Fireflite models. The
DeSoto began looking like a Chrysler with a different grille and taillights, which, in an era of
strong make identification, was a recipe for disaster. When Chrysler marketing showed that
consumers were likelier to buy an entry-level Chrysler than a DeSoto, Chrysler introduced the
Chrysler Newport as a model, selling more than 45, units in its first year. Thus the DeSoto was
dropped and replaced by the Newport. With the introduction of the Newport and the Custom ,
the price gap caused by the demise of DeSoto was effectively closed. Going in the opposite
direction, Chrysler pushed into the luxury market by marketing the luxury Imperial as a separate
make and division starting in To make room for the new make, Chrysler began expanding
downward, while Dodge began expanding upward, with larger and more luxurious models. Both
Chrysler and Dodge began eating into DeSoto's already small market, and Chrysler's upper
management did nothing to stop them. Chrysler Corporation introduced the DeSoto brand of
trucks in to provide a greater number of sales outlets overseas for the American-built Dodge
and Fargo commercial vehicles. Chrysler ended its truck operations in international markets in
In , Chrysler sold its share in the Askam venture to its Turkish partners. DeSoto sponsored the
popular television game show You Bet Your Life from through , in which host Groucho Marx
promoted the product by urging viewers to visit a DeSoto dealer with the phrases "Tell 'em
Groucho sent you" and "Drive a DeSoto before you decide. The song lyrics were revised to "It's
delovely, it's dynamic, it's DeSoto. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Brand of automobile.
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Plymouth, Massachusetts. However, the inspiration for the Plymouth brand name came from
Plymouth binder twine, produced by the Plymouth Cordage Company , also of Plymouth. The
name was chosen by Joe Frazer due to the popularity of the twine among farmers. The origins
of Plymouth can be traced back to the Maxwell automobile. When Walter P. Chrysler took over
control of the troubled Maxwell- Chalmers car company in the early s, he inherited the Maxwell
as part of the package. After he used the company's facilities to help create and launch the
six-cylinder Chrysler automobile in , he decided to create a lower-priced companion car. So for ,
the Maxwell was reworked and rebadged as the low-end four-cylinder Chrysler "52" model. In ,
the "52" was once again redesigned to create the Chrysler-Plymouth Model Q. While the original
purpose of the Plymouth was to serve the lower end of a booming automobile market, during
the Great Depression of the s the division helped significantly in ensuring the survival of the
Chrysler Corporation when many other car companies failed. In , Chrysler decided to catch up
with Ford and Chevrolet in engine cylinder count. The model designation was advanced to 'PD'.
It had been the 'Plymouth Six' at the introduction and was sold through to the end of , but in
much lower numbers. In , Plymouth along with the other Chrysler makes added safety features
such as flat dash boards with recessed controls and the back of the front seat padded for the
rear seat occupants [9]. The flathead six which started with the Model PC stayed in the
Plymouth until the models. In , Plymouth produced , vehicles, of which 5, were two-door
convertible coupes [10] with rumble seats. The convertible coupe was prominently featured at
Chrysler's exhibit at the New York World's Fair , advertised as the first mass-production
convertible with a power folding top. For much of its life, Plymouth was one of the top-selling
American automobile brands; it, together with Chevrolet and Ford , was commonly referred to
as the "low-priced three" marques in the American market. In , Virgil Exner's new Forward Look
design theme, advertised by Plymouth with the tagline "Suddenly, it's ", [12] produced cars with
advanced styling compared to Chevrolet or Ford. The total production soared to ,, about , more
than , and the largest output yet for Plymouth. However, the â€” Forward Look models suffered
from poor materials, spotty build quality, and inadequate corrosion protection; they were
rust-prone and greatly damaged Chrysler's reputation. In , Chrysler started its decade-long
unsuccessful attempt to develop and market a viable car powered by a turbine engine when it
installed an experimental turbine developed specifically for road vehicles in a Plymouth.
Although Plymouth sales suffered as a result of the quality control problems and excesses of
the Exner-styled models in the early s, people bought enough of the cars to keep the division
profitable. Starting in , the Valiant compact became a Plymouth, further boosting sales. Under
the impression that Chevrolet was about to "downsize" its models, Chrysler introduced a
significantly smaller standard Plymouth for As is known, Chevrolet's big cars were not
downsized, catching Plymouth in a sales slump in a market where "bigger was better". The
Fury, Belvedere, and Savoy were slightly larger, featuring a totally new body style, highlighted
by prominent outboard front parking lights. For , Plymouth got another major restyle, featuring
a new "slantback" roofline for hardtop coupes that would prove popular. For , the Fury models
were built on the new C-body platform. The Savoy line was discontinued and the Belvedere was
classified as an intermediate, retaining the B-body platform used starting The Sport Fury, which
featured bucket seats and a console shifter, was a mix of luxury and sport. Ford and Chevrolet
had introduced luxury editions of their big cars for and Plymouth responded with the Sport Fury
with a CID and the VIP was introduced as a more luxurious version of the Fury. Furys,
Belvederes, and Valiants continued to sell well during the lates and earlys. The performance car
market segment expanded during the late s and early s. The Barracuda fastback is considered
the first of Plymouth's sporty cars. Looking for an advantage at the drag races, had a
stripped-down Belvedere coupe, the Road Runner, which featured a bench seat and minimal
interior and exterior trim, but was available with Chrysler's big-block engines and a
floor-mounted four-speed manual transmission. The Barracuda, originally a "compact sporty
car", became available with the Hemi and big-block engines in During this time, the brand also
competed in professional automobile racing. By the s, emissions and safety regulations, along
with soaring gasoline prices and an economic downturn, meant demand dropped for all
muscle-type models. As with other American vehicles of the time, [ citation needed ] there was a
progressive decrease in the Barracuda's performance. To meet increasingly stringent safety
and exhaust emission regulations, big-block engine options were discontinued. The remaining
engines were detuned year by year to reduce exhaust emissions, which also reduced their
power output. There was also an increase in weight as bumpers became larger and, starting in ,
E-body doors were equipped with heavy steel side-impact protection beams. Higher fuel prices
and performance-car insurance surcharges deterred many buyers as the interest in
high-performance cars waned. Sales of pony cars were on the decline. The redesign for the
Barracuda removed all its previous commonality with the Valiant. The original fastback design

was deleted from the line and the Barracuda now consisted of coupe and convertible models.
The all-new model, styled by John E. Herlitz , was built on a shorter, wider version of Chrysler's
existing B platform , called the E-body. The E-body Barracuda was now "able to shake the
stigma of 'economy car'. Other Barracuda options included decal sets, hood modifications, and
unusual "high impact" colors. The compact Valiant sold well and built a reputation for attractive
styling, durability, economy, and value. Although the Valiant hardtop was discontinued for , it
was reintroduced as a virtual clone of the Dodge Dart Swinger for under the model name
"Valiant Scamp". Horizon sold well, but suffered from a scathing report by Consumer Reports ,
which found its handling dangerous in certain situations. Plymouth continued to sell the
Horizon until , when a variety of front-wheel drive compact cars made up the line. Big
Plymouths, including the Fury and Gran Fury, were sold until the early s, but mostly as fleet
vehicles. While attempting to compete with Ford and Chevrolet for big-car sales, Plymouth was
hurt by Chrysler's financial woes in the late s, when both its competitors downsized their
full-size models. The Plymouth Reliant and Dodge Aries were introduced for model year as the
first " K-cars " manufactured and marketed by the Chrysler Corporation. The Reliant was
available as a 2-door coupe , 4-door sedan , or as a 4-door station wagon , in three different trim
lines: base, Custom and SE "Special Edition". Station wagons came only in Custom or SE trim.
Unlike many small cars, the K-cars retained the traditional 6-passenger 2-bench seat with a
column shifter seating arrangement favored by many Americans. The Reliant was powered by a
then-new 2. Initial sales were brisk, with both Reliant and Aries each selling over , units in The
Aries replaced the Dodge Aspen. The Reliant and Aries were classified by the EPA as mid-size
and were the smallest cars to have 6-passenger seating with a 3-seat per row setup, similar to
larger rear-wheel drive cars such as the Dodge Dart and other front-wheel drive cars such as the
Chevrolet Celebrity. Chrysler marketed the car as being able to seat "six Americans. They were
virtually identical with the exception of badging. Once again, the third generation Gran Fury was
available in base and higher-end "Salon" trim. As in previous years, the higher-volume Gran
Fury base model catered more towards fleet customers while Gran Fury Salons were geared
more towards private customers and offered options such as full vinyl roofs, velour upholstery,
turbine-spoke wheels, power windows, and power locks. Although available to private retail
customers, the M-body Gran Fury was far more popular with police departments and other fleet
customers, primarily since the car was reasonably priced and had a conventional drivetrain with
proven components that could withstand a good deal of abuse. This generation of the Gran
Fury sold in respectable numbers. This was the last car to carry the Gran Fury nameplate, but it
remained largely unchanged for its 7-year run. Declining sales, a lack of promotion, and
technical obsolescenceâ€”the platform dated back to the Plymouth Volare and Dodge Aspen
â€”eventually contributed to the model's demise in early That year, a driver-side airbag became
standard; this would be the last RWD Plymouth until the introduction of the Prowler. While
Dodge offered the Monaco , and later the Intrepid , Chrysler never replaced the Gran Fury with
any other large car in the remainder of Plymouth's lineup on through to its demise in the model
year. In , Chrysler marketed the rebadged Plymouth variant of its new minivan as the Voyager,
using the Chrysler's S platform, derived from the K-platform Plymouth Reliant and Dodge Aries.
The Voyager shared components with the K-cars including portions of the interior, e. For , the
Voyager received minor cosmetic updates as well as the May introduction of the Grand
Voyager, which was built on a longer wheelbase adding more cargo room. It was available only
with SE or LE trim. First-generation Voyager minivans were offered in three trim levels: an
unnamed base model, mid-grade SE , and high-end LE , the latter bearing simulated woodgrain
paneling. Safety features included 3-point seat belts for the front two passengers and lap belts
for rear passengers. Standard on all Voyagers were legally mandated side-impact
reinforcements for all seating front and rear outboard positions, but airbags or ABS were not
available. Later commercials in featured rock singer Tina Turner. For , which was the
Sundance's first year, it was available in a single base model. For , a higher-end RS model was
available. The RS model, which stood for Rally Sport, came with standard features that included
two-tone paint, fog lights, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. It was also available with a
turbocharged 2. For , the base model split into two distinct models: entry-level America and
mid-level Highline, in addition to the high-end RS. The stripped-down America had previously
been offered for the Plymouth Horizon's final year in The AA-body cars were badge-engineered
triplets, as were most Chrysler products of this time. The Acclaim differed from its siblings
primarily in wheel choices, bodyside molding, and fascias where it sported its unique taillights
and the corporate Plymouth eggcrate-grille. Like the K-body and E-body vehicles they replaced,
the Acclaim and Dodge Spirit were both marketed as mainstream variants, while the Chrysler
LeBaron was marketed as the luxury variant. Despite this, there was substantial overlap in trims
and equipment among each car. For example, a fully loaded Acclaim was almost similar to a

base LeBaron in features and price. In addition to its entry-level base model, the Acclaim was
initially available in mid-range LE and high-end LX trim. By the s, Plymouth had lost much of its
identity, as its models continued to overlap in features and prices with Dodges and Eagles. This
included giving Plymouth its own new sailboat logo and advertisements that focused solely on
value. Chrysler considered giving Plymouth a variant of the highly successful new-for full-size
LH platform , [37] which would have been called the Accolade, but decided against it. After
discontinuing the Eagle brand in , Chrysler was planning to expand the Plymouth line with a
number of unique models before the corporation's merger with Daimler-Benz AG. The first
model was the Plymouth Prowler , a hot rod -styled sports car. The PT Cruiser was to have been
the second. Both models had similar front-end styling, suggesting Chrysler intended a retro
styling theme for the Plymouth brand. At the time of Daimler's takeover of Chrysler, Plymouth
had no models besides the Prowler not also offered in a similar version by Dodge. From a peak
production of , for the model year, Plymouth rarely exceeded , cars per year after In Canada, the
Plymouth name was defunct at the end of the model year. Consequently, DaimlerChrysler
decided to drop the make after a limited run of models. This was announced on November 3,
The last new model sold under the Plymouth marque was the second-generation Neon for The
PT Cruiser was ultimately launched as a Chrysler, and the Prowler and Voyager were absorbed
into that make, as well. Following the model year, the Neon was sold only as a Dodge in the US,
though it remained available as a Chrysler in Canadian and other markets. Plymouth built
various trucks and vans over the years, mainly rebadged Dodge or Chrysler vehicles. Early
pickups, delivery trucks, and other commercial trucks were available, and later an SUV,
full-sized vans, and minivans. Plymouth had supplied components to the Fargo vehicles,
another member of the Chrysler family, but entered the commercial market in with the PT From
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Polara is an automobile introduced in the United States for the model year as Dodge 's
top-of-the-line full-size car. After the introduction of the Dodge Custom in , the Polara nameplate
designated a step below the full-sized best trimmed Dodge model; the Polara that year had been
downsized to what was in effect intermediate, or mid-size status. In its various forms, the Polara
name was used by Dodge until , when its position in Dodge's line-up was replaced by the Dodge
Monaco. The name Polara is a reference to the Polaris star, in a marketing attempt to appeal to
the excitement surrounding the Space Race during the early s. The Polara and other full-sized
Dodges featured styling cues carried over from models, itself an evolution of Virgil Exner 's "
Forward Look " cars introduced in The model year also marked the first year that all Chrysler
models, except for the Imperial , used unibody construction. The Polara was available as a
2-door convertible , 2-door hardtop , 4-door hardtop sedan , 4-door hardtop station wagon , and
conventional pillared 4-door sedan. The full-sized Dodges continued with the make's styling
hallmarks of stacked "jet pod" tail lights. However, the size of the lights was greatly increased
compared to the previous year's lamps, with the lower lights set into the rear bumper. The
design also incorporated Dodge's trademark shortened tail fins, which, on the Polara, included
small vertical tail light lenses placed on the vertical surface at the back of the fin. The shortened
fin tended to visually exaggerate the length of the "jet pods" that housed the taillights. The fins
on Darts were shorter both in length and height because unlike the full-sized Dodge's, the
Polara and Matador, the Darts were based on the Plymouth and utilized much of the Plymouth's
sheet metal forms as well as the rear doors from the Plymouth version. The Plymouth rear door
did not include any part of rear fin, whereas on the full-sized Dodges the fin actually started on
the rear door on the 4-doors and continued to the back of the car. This allowed the fin to start
sooner, on the door, and end sooner, relative to the tip of the round tail light and still appear as
long or longer than on the Dart. The front end featured a small grille consisting of eight stacks
of anodized aluminum rectangles nested in a massive chrome front bumper assembly. As the
top model in the line-up, the Polara featured better interior fabrics and trim treatments. Polaras
also received more exterior trim that included chrome stone guards aft of the rear wheel
housings, a full-length chrome spear, and a wide chrome base to the chrome spear atop the
headlight housings. For , Dodge dropped the Matador, leaving the Polara as the sole "senior"
Dodge model. Darts on the shorter wheelbase continued. For , Exner's styling department
reversed the car's fins, making them taller as they flowed toward the rear window. As the fins
sloped towards the rear of the car, they cut slightly towards the center to allow the single tail
light housing on each side of the rear of the vehicle, wrapping downward and then back along
the side fender to form a C-shaped line accentuated in chrome. The overall effect made the rear
of the car seem to "pucker" from the angles the design created. The massive front bumper
treatments that had been a Dodge hallmark since were replaced with a simple bar design, above
which was a massive concave grille shared with the Dodge Dart. The styling overhaul of the
Dodge line-up was different from anything else on the US market at that time save the Plymouth
, and consumers turned away from the restyle. Sales of full-size Dodges plunged to their lowest
levels since the firms founding in , with only 14, units produced in the United States. For the
second straight year, the make was carried by the Dart which saw sales of , units for the year.
This was the first Chrysler B-Body. This move came after Chrysler's president overheard and
misunderstood Chevrolet chief Ed Cole to have said Chevrolet's largest cars would be
downsized for Chrysler designers were forced to take the planned Dodge full-size line and
shorten the design to fit a more compact wheelbase in a last-minute effort to compete with what
was supposed to be a smaller new Chevrolet. As a result, Dodge and Plymouth were marketing
smaller cars that the public and motoring press found stylistically awkward. As a result,
development was accelerated for a new full-size car using the front end from the Dodge Polara
and the body from the Chrysler. This new full-size model became the Custom and was Dodge's
top-of-the-line model when it was introduced on January 21, In , a lower specification version
was offered, the Dodge Among the B-Bodied Dodges was a bucket-seated sporty model called
the Polara It was available as a two-door hardtop and a convertible, and a 4-door hardtop was
added in December. Positioned beneath the Polara in descending order were the Dart and the
Dart For there was no model named simply "Polara. These mid-sized Dodges and similar
models from Plymouth competed successfully as stock cars in NASCAR races, and in
stock-automatic classes in drag racing, where their smaller size and lighter weight gave them an
advantage over the larger cars from Ford and General Motors. The basic body of the model
continued until , revised and lengthened by the new Chrysler Vice President of styling Elwood
Engel. The Polara range eventually included a 4-door sedan. The Dart name was reassigned to
Dodge's line of compact cars that had previously been known as the Dodge Lancer. Positioned
below the Polara were the plain and The models received a revised front end and new tail lamps
to distinguish them from the cars. The rear-end treatment took its inspiration from the Chevrolet

Impala, the Polara models now featuring six small, square-shaped taillights three on each side
surrounded by an attractive bright trim panel. Lesser mid-size Dodges featured only four
taillights two on each side and lacked the bright trim panel. For , Chrysler moved the Polara
back to the full-sized Chrysler C platform that was shared with Chrysler and Plymouth models.
Once again offered in a full range of bodies sedans, hardtops, station wagons, etc. These
Polaras were criticized for low fuel economy, with some configurations going only 12 miles on a
gallon of gasoline. In the model year, the Monaco would replace the Custom as the mid-level
model while a new Monaco would replace the previous Monaco. The models included a new U.
The model years added outboard front shoulder belts and side marker lights in addition to the
safety equipment. One constant of the to models was taut, square-edged styling, which was
updated each year. From to , the Polara would be the only full-sized Dodge available in the U.
The new Polara wore a broad-shouldered streamlined design called the "Fuselage Design",
which would continue for the next five model years. For , the Polara was reintroduced as a
mid-level series between the standard Polara and top-of-the-line Monaco. The Polara was
available as either a convertible or hardtop coupe. Available powerplants included , , and
cubic-inch V8 engines, along with a cubic-inch slant-6 engine. The Dodge Polara models offered
the Super-Lite option, which placed a quartz auxiliary "turnpike beam" headlamp in the driver
side grille. The CHP Polara held the record on the Chrysler test track in Chelsea, MI, until for the
highest top speed achieved by a factory-built 4 door sedan In , the Polara received new front
and rear styling that included a bumper that wrapped around the grill and headlights. The Polara
was replaced by the Polara Custom in hardtop coupe, 4-door hardtop sedan, and conventional
4-door sedan body styles. There was also a stripped-down Polara Special available as either a
4-door sedan or station wagon. The early production featured a "medallion" rear bumper. This
bumper was pictured in all of the sales literature, but was discontinued after late August or early
September production and replaced with a plain bumper lacking the center Fratzog medallion.
Dodge also discontinued the "Super-Lite" option at the end of the model year because of lack of
consumer interest and challenges to its legality in some states. The s also received a new
locking steering column which locked the steering wheel and column shift lever when the key
was removed. The Polara Special was discontinued for with a new sub-series was the Polara
Brougham positioned above the Polara Custom, but below the Monaco. The Polara Brougham
was available only as a hardtop coupe or 4-door hardtop sedan. The V8 was also introduced for
The model year featured a facelift with new sheet metal and the discontinuation of the Polara
Brougham model. The models received new front-end styling which resembled the big
Chevrolet , without the previous wrap-around front bumper. Sales of the Polara were declining.
Having been eclipsed by the Monaco, Dodge discontinued the Polara after The redesigned
Monaco replaced the Polara. In Argentina , the name Polara was used to refer to a series of
vehicles developed on the basis of the North American Dodge Dart. These cars were
manufactured between and by the subsidiary Chrysler-Fevre Argentina S. The sedan variant of
this line was mainly composed of two models based on the same body, with the basic model
sold as the Polara and the deluxe version as the Coronado. This last model came equipped with
a cubic inch V8, considered the most powerful engine ever produced in Argentina. The Dodge
Polara line of cars were designed exclusively for the Argentinian market. The interior, especially
the dashboard, is similar to that of the early s Dodge Dartâ€”Plymouth Valiant cars. There was
also a version of this model, built from to exported to Spain as a CKD in cooperation with the
Barreiros company known as the Dodge In Brazil , the Polara nameplate was revived in for a
version of the Chrysler Avenger. They were sold until There was also a version of this model in
sedan and station wagon built in the s in Argentina of the same car known as the Dodge until
Volkswagen took over Chrysler Fevre Argentina SAIC , including the tooling for the car, in From
then until the car was sold in Argentina as the Volkswagen not to be confused with the Type 3 ,
also sold as the Volkswagen in most markets, including a similar version with engine in Brazil.
Chrysler of Canada marketed the Polara as its full-size model starting with the model year, and
all Canadian Polaras were based on the U. For the Polara was the top-of-the-line big Dodge.
From to , the Polara line included a deluxe Polara and base Polara. Starting in Dodge of Canada
also offered the top-of-the-line Monaco, similar to the U. Starting in , model names were the
same as their U. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article possibly contains original
research. Please improve it by verifying the claims made and adding inline citations. Statements
consisting only of original research should be removed. March Learn how and when to remove
this template message. Motor vehicle. Retrieved November 20, Retrieved April 20, Krause
Publications. Popular Mechanics. R
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